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Hundreds in Russia Seek Legal Help to Avoid Ukraine War—Lawyer
Isabel van Brugen - Newsweek
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Hundreds of Russian nationals have signaled doubts about fighting in Ukraine,
according to a Russian lawyer representing several members who refused an order to
go into the country.

Mikhail Benyash told the Financial Times, in an article published on Friday, that
since he said he would defend 12 national guardsmen who were fired for refusing to
go to war in Ukraine, about 1,000 people have contacted his team. All 12 have filed
wrongful dismissal suits.
"A lot of people don't want to go and fight,” Benyash told the newspaper.
According to human rights lawyer Pavel Chikhov, Captain Farid Chitav, and 11 of
his subordinates were members of Rosgvardia—the National Guard which mainly has
a policing role in Russia—and refused to enter neighboring Ukraine on February 25,
saying that the orders were "illegal.”
"None of them was informed about a business trip to the territory of Ukraine to
participate in a special military operation nor about the tasks and conditions of this
operation, and as a result, they did not give consent to it,” Chikhov said in a post on
the Telegram messaging service.
Benyash told the Financial Times that Rosgvardia members lack adequate training
for full combat operations.
"Have [they] been taught to dig trenches? To build defensive structures?” asked
Benyash. "In their line of work they handle small guns. Maximum they have
automated weapons, but they basically never use them.”
At least seven members of Russia's National Guard have been killed in combat since
Putin's invasion of Ukraine began on February 24, according to Meduza, an
independent Russian-language website based in Latvia.
In total, the Armed Forces of Ukraine said on March 30 that the Russian military has
lost about 17,300 personnel so far. The Russian Defense Ministry on March 25 said
that 1,351 Russian soldiers had been killed in combat and 3,850 injured.
News of the members' dismissal and apparent signs of internal conflict inside the
ranks of Russia's forces come amid reports of stagnating morale among Russian
troops, and as Ukrainian forces continue to put up a determined resistance more than
five weeks into the war.
The Pentagon said on March 1 that units, including scores of young conscripts, had
rather laid down their weapons than fight Ukraine's forces. A clip that was shared
online as early as March 5 appeared to show angry mothers of Russian soldiers
accusing the Kremlin of deploying their sons as "cannon fodder” in the Ukraine
invasion.
According to analysis by Radio Free Europe/Radio Liberty, a U.S.
government-funded outlet, the video showed an intense confrontation between the
Russian mothers and Sergei Tsivilev, governor of the Kemerovo region, in southwest
Siberia.
"We were all deceived, all deceived. They were sent there as cannon fodder. They are
young. They were unprepared," one woman said.

Other clips have circulated online purporting to show Russian soldiers saying that
they were ordered to cross the Ukraine border without adequate planning or
preparation.

U.S. Tells India There Will Be 'Consequences' for Dodging Russia Sanctions
Jack Dutton - Newsweek
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Daleep Singh, the U.S. deputy national security adviser, warned India on Thursday,
ahead of Russian foreign minister Sergey Lavrov's meeting in the Asian country, that
there will be "consequences” if India tries to evade Western sanctions on Moscow
imposed over the Ukraine war.
Lavrov arrived in India on Thursday evening after concluding a two-day visit to
China.
India, one of Russia's main Cold War partners, is working with Moscow on a payment
solution to work around Western sanctions. Refiners in India have been purchasing
Russian oil through spot tenders since the war began on February 24, taking
advantage of cheap discounts while other buyers pull out.
India has purchased at least 13 million barrels of Russian oil since February 24,
according to Reuters, compared with nearly 16 million barrels for all of 2021. The
Asian country is the world's third biggest oil importer, importing 80 percent of its oil
needs.
The newswire reported on February 25 that India was exploring setting up rupee
trade accounts with Russia to be able to continue trading with the country and avert
Western sanctions.
Bloomberg reported on Thursday that Russia is offering India huge discounts to
directly purchase oil at pre-war prices. Moscow is willing to sell oil up to $35 per

barrel—which could increase to $45 per barrel as fossil fuel prices continue to
skyrocket—and wants India to buy 15 million barrels in the first deal.
Singh, seen as one of the key architects behind the U.S. sanctions on Russia, met with
Indian external affairs minister S Jaishankar in New Delhi on Thursday, where they
discussed economic co-operation and strategic partnership, according to a tweet by
Arindam Bagchi, spokesperson for India's ministry of external affairs.
Jaishankar also met with British foreign secretary Liz Truss later that day.
In a session with journalists after the meeting, Singh warned against India continuing
to import products from Russia since President Vladimir Putin invaded Ukraine on
February 24.
"What we would not like to see is a rapid acceleration of India's imports from Russia
as it relates to energy or any other any other exports that are currently being
prohibited by the U.S. or by other aspects of the international sanctions regime,”
Singh said, answering a question about India's decision to take up Russia's offer of
discounted crude oil.
"I come here in a spirit of friendship to explain the mechanisms of our sanctions, the
importance of joining us to express shared resolve and to advance shared interests.
And yes, there are consequences to countries that actively attempt to circumvent or
backfill these sanctions,” he said, also noting that India and Russia are looking to get
around the sanctions using their own payment system.
"We are very keen for all countries, especially our allies and partners, not to create
mechanisms that prop up the ruble and that attempt to undermine the dollar-based
financial system,” he said.
Singh declined to go into specifics about the consequences.
The official also answered a question about President Joe Biden's comments on
March 22 that India's position in the Quad—the strategic security dialogue between
the U.S., Australia, India and Japan—was "somewhat shaky” on the Ukraine crisis.
Singh said there is a shared recognition in the Quad that "China is a strategic
threat to a free, open and secure Indo-Pacific."
"If you set that against the reality that China and Russia have now declared a no
limits partnership, and that Russia has said that China is its most important strategic
partner, by extension, that has real implications for India," Singh said.
"No one should kid themselves—Russia is going to be the junior partner in this
relationship with China. And the more leverage that China gains over Russia, the less
favorable that is for India. I don't think anyone would believe that if China once again
breached the Line of [Actual] Control, that Russia would come running to India's
defense.”
Newsweek has contacted the White House for comment.
Polish push backs to Belarus go on as Ukrainians welcomed
AFP
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Poland has welcomed two million refugees from war-torn Ukraine at lightning speed
and with open arms. Yet just north of that border, the EU member continues to push
back those crossing from Belarus.
Since last summer, thousands of migrants and refugees -- mostly from the Middle East
-- have come knocking only to be turned away by Poland, which sees their arrival as
a kind of "hybrid warfare”.
Warsaw and others in the West have accused the Belarusian regime of orchestrating
the influx by promising an easy entry into the EU in an operation backed by Moscow.
Minsk has repeatedly denied the charge.
The attempted crossings have lately been overshadowed by the war in Ukraine.
But with the recent closure of the remaining migrant centres on the Belarusian side,
the number of attempted crossings has gone up again, according to border guards
and NGOs.
Last week, around 500 people tried to cross into Poland from Belarus.
"We get the sense that the order is to push back absolutely everyone, no matter their
situation or health status,” said Monika Matus, from the Polish activist network
Grupa Granica (Border Group) which has been on the ground since the beginning.
"These people can neither count on medical care nor any other care,” she told AFP.
- He said, she said The NGOs also denounce the "unprecedented” legal proceedings against their
activists.
"Serious criminal accusations are being leveled for having provided humanitarian
assistance or shelter or driven these people from the woods to a safe place,” said
Jaroslaw Jagura, a lawyer with the Helsinki Foundation for Human Rights.
"Organizing illegal border crossings is punishable by eight years in prison”" he told
AFP.

Yet, Polish border guard spokeswoman Anna Michalska offers a whole different view
of the situation. She said only migrants on their way to Germany are being pushed
back.
They are ordered “to leave Polish territory and are escorted back to the border”,
Michalska told AFP.
She insisted that a medical consultation was available for anyone requiring one and
that those hoping to stay in Poland can "always” apply for asylum.
NGOs call these declarations "lies”. The resulting he-said-she-said situation is
difficult to verify in person, as the immediate border zone has been closed off to
non-residents, including reporters and humanitarian organisations, since September
in a decision taken by the nationalist government.
- A tale of two borders It has also sent several thousand soldiers there and begun building a new wall
expected to cost 350 million euros ($390 million). At this border "there is just a
barricade and swamps” that await the migrants, Matus said.
She added that Belarusian officials have now "evicted” those who remained in their
migrant centres, or "the weakest, families with children, many children, pregnant
women”.
"They are the ones trying to cross the border now,” she added, saying the Polish
border guards "are pushing them all back”.
Last weekend, activists lodged a complaint with prosecutors against the border guard
for alleged push backs of 12 people including handicapped individuals and one
pregnant woman.
"They once again found themselves in the woods where the temperature drops to
minus three degrees Celsius,” Helsinki Foundation for Human Rights lawyer Marta
Gorczynska told AFP.
Earlier this week, a Polish court ruled in favour of three Afghans who had been
pushed back despite their request for asylum.
The approach taken by Polish officials regarding those they call migrants -- who in
some cases are actually refugees fleeing war -- as well as humanitarian organisations
and journalists has been denounced by representatives of the United Nations,
European Commission and Council of Europe, to no visible effect.
At the same time, by welcoming huge numbers of people running from Russia's
invasion, Poland has built up an image of itself as open and compassionate in the
eyes of the world.
That makes it ever "harder to understand why on the one hand helping those fleeing
Ukraine is desirable, rewarded and lauded while on the other hand helping people at
the Polish-Belarusian border is stigmatized and criminal”, Jagura said.

Volodymyr Zelensky Fires Two Top Generals—Ukraine 'Traitors'
Gerrard Kaonga - Newsweek

Volodymyr Zelensky Facebook Zelensky has recently fired two of his top generals and
issued a warning to traitors. He insisted the two generals failed in their duty to
protect Ukraine and defend its right to freedom.
Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelensky has decided to fire two of his top officials
and has dubbed them "traitors.”
In an address on Friday morning, the President announced that he had fired the chief
of Main Department of the Security Service of Ukraine (SBU), Naumov Andriy
He also removed the head of the SBU in Kherson, Kryvoruchko Serhiy
Oleksandrovych.
Zelensky posted this address on his Facebook page and also reflected on the low
expectations people had for Ukraine's ability to stand up to Russia.
We endured much more than the enemy expected. They said - three or five days. They
thought that this would be enough for them to seize our entire state.…
The Ukrainian president accused the two officials of failing to do their duty and
protect Ukraine.
He also warned that they "will all be punished,” but said he did not currently have
time to deal with them.
"Now, I do not have time to deal with all the traitors. But gradually they will all be
punished," Zelensky said in his address.
"That is why the ex-chief of the Main Department of Internal Security of the Security
Service of Ukraine, Naumov Andriy Olehovych, and the former head of the Office of
the Security Service of Ukraine in the Kherson region, Kryvoruchko Serhiy
Oleksandrovych are no longer generals.”

"Those servicemen among senior officers who have not decided where their homeland
is, who violate the military oath of allegiance to the Ukrainian people in regards to
the protection of our state, to its freedom and independence, will inevitably be
deprived of senior military ranks.”
"Random generals don't belong here.”
Zelensky, who more generally communicates to praise his forces, did not go into
further detail on why the two generals had been fired.
Before addressing the current situations on multiple fronts in Ukraine, Zelensky
praised, what he called, the "heroes” within the Ukrainian forces.
"To the real heroes of the Security Service, the same absolute gratitude, just as to
each and everyone who sincerely defends our state.
"There are really a lot of heroes among the servicemen, we are grateful to them.”
Zelensky also commented on his diplomatic efforts to stop the conflict. He highlighted
that he had spoken with European leaders on gaining more support, further sanctions
for Russia and joining the European Union.
He closed his statement with a hopeful message about the future of the country.
"No matter what, we all have to think about the future,” Zelensky said.
"About what Ukraine will be like after this war. How we will live because this is a
war for our future.
"This is a war for our lives in which we have only one way, to gain peace for Ukraine.
To gain Ukraine's security. Glory to all our heroes.”
Newsweek has contacted the Ukrainian government and military for more
information .
Syrian Mercenaries Deploy to Russia en Route to Ukrainian Battlefields
Ben Hubbard, Hwaida Saad & Asmaa al-Omar - New York Times
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Correction: April 1, 2022
An earlier version of this article referred incorrectly to a statement by John Kirby, a
Pentagon spokesman. He said that the Wagner Group is believed to recruit Syrians,
not that Syrians are among the 1,000 mercenaries focused on the Donbas region of
Ukraine.
BEIRUT, Lebanon — Hundreds of Syrian fighters are en route to join Russian forces
in Ukraine, effectively returning the favor to Moscow for helping President Bashar
al-Assad crush rebels in an 11-year civil war, according to two people monitoring the
flow of mercenaries.

Omar Haj Kadour/Agence France-Presse — Getty Images Defused Russian mines in
a village near the city of Idlib in northwestern Syria, in 2020.
A first contingent of soldiers has already arrived in Russia for military training before
heading to Ukraine, according to a Western diplomat and a Damascus-based ally of
the Syrian government. It includes at least 300 soldiers from a Syrian army division
that has worked closely with Russian officers who went to Syria to support Mr.
al-Assad during the war.

Ashley Gilbertson for The New York Times Russian mercenaries from the Wagner
Group in Bangui, Central African Republic, in 2019.
And many more could be on the way: Recruiters across Syria have been drawing up
lists of thousands of interested candidates to be vetted by the Syrian security services
and then passed to the Russians.
Syria has grown in recent years into an exporter of mercenaries, a grim aftereffect of
years of war that gave many men combat experience but so damaged the country’s
economy that people now struggle to find work. So they have deployed as
guns-for-hire to wars in Libya, Azerbaijan, the Central African Republic — and now
Ukraine.
“In general, money is the motivation,” said Bassam Alahmad, the head of Syrians for
Truth and Justice, an advocacy group that has researched the Syrian mercenary
trade.
Some Syrians feel loyalty to Russia because of its support for Mr. al-Assad, he said,
while others sign up to fight because they simply need the money and believe
recruiters’ promises that they will have noncombat jobs, such as guarding bases or
oil facilities.

Alexander Zemlianichenko/Associated Press Syrian soldiers prepare to take part in
military exercises led by Russian advisers in 2019, at a base about 50 kilometers
away from Damascus, Syria.
“Some people don’t mind fighting, but there are groups that are definitely taking
advantage of people’s needs,” Mr. Alahmad said.
“The result is the same: People are paying this price. People are participating in
wars that aren’t theirs.”
On Wednesday, John Kirby, a Pentagon spokesman, said the United States believed
that about 1,000 mercenaries from the Wagner Group, a Russian military contractor,
are focused on the eastern Donbas region of Ukraine, where Russia has installed two
separatist enclaves. Mr. Kirby added that Wagner was believed to recruit from Arab
countries, including Syria and Libya.

Syria’s long-running war drew in foreign powers such as Iran, Turkey, Russia and the
United States, all of which worked with Syrian military groups on the ground to
advance their interests.
Some of those partnerships now facilitate mercenary traffic.
Russia and Turkey together dispatched about 10,000 Syrian fighters to bolster their
preferred sides in the conflict in Libya, Mr. Alahmad said, and Turkey sent about
2,000 Syrians to Azerbaijan during last year’s war in the disputed territory of
Nagorno-Karabakh.
Russia has sent small numbers of Syrians as far as Venezuela, where Moscow has
interests in the oil industry.
Using mercenaries is not considered a war crime under the Geneva Conventions, but
there is a separate United Nations treaty that criminalizes it. Ukraine is a signatory to
that treaty, but Russia is not.
“What we are seeing is predatory recruitment,” said Sorcha MacLeod, the chair of
the United Nations Working Group on the use of mercenaries.
“They are taking advantage of the poor socioeconomic situation that these people
find themselves in.”
The war in Ukraine could pull in large numbers of Syrians, given the scope of the
battle, the high number of Russian dead and wounded and Russia’s close ties with the
Syrian military. But much about the deployments and activities of Syrian mercenaries
remains murky because of the covert nature of their work.
Western officials, experts tracking the issue, recruiters and returned fighters
described a messy system in which men with few options scramble for limited
opportunities to risk their lives for salaries they could not match at home.
The war in Ukraine has caused interest to spike, and recruiters have launched
registration drives across Syria to gather names of men who want to go, according to
Mr. Alahmad and a recruiter in southern Syria who is signing men up.
The recruiter spoke on condition of anonymity, like others in this article, for fear of
repercussions from the Syrian government. Recruiters often collect payment for
registration, and scams are rife.
The recruiter in southern Syria said he started his work after a scammer who had
promised him a job in Libya took his money and abandoned him near the city of
Latakia in northwest Syria with no way to return home.
He said he had signed up multiple groups to go to Libya, and recently got word that
the Russians want as many as 16,000 Syrians to fight in Ukraine. Applicants must be
between 20 and 45 years old and weigh between 110 and 200 pounds, he said, adding
that those with military experience get priority and that all recruits must be vetted by
the Syrian security services.

He and his partner charge applicants about $7 to apply and earn $25 for each one
who is accepted, he said. The lack of other work and a currency collapse that has
made basic items like bread and cooking gas exorbitantly expensive in Syria have
driven up interest in Ukraine, with the promise of earning $1,000-$2,000 a month.
While some other recruiters play up the benefits and minimize the dangers, he said he
makes the danger clear.
“Some people are selling it to them as if they’re going to heaven,” he said. “You are
not going to heaven.”
The roughly 300 soldiers already in Russia are from the 25th Division of the Syrian
Army, known as the Tiger Forces, which are seen as elite and work closely with
Russian officers. The Russians have offered them $1,200 a month for six months with
a $3,000 bonus when they return to Syria, said the Syrian government ally.
Their families are promised $2,800, plus $600 a month for one year, if their loved
ones are killed in combat, he said, adding that in Syria, those soldiers earn about
$100 a month, while soldiers from less elite units earn less than $50 per month.
A commander of a militia made up of fighters from Syria and neighboring countries
that received Russian support during the Syrian war said his group had sent another
contingent of 85 men to Russia. They included Lebanese, Iraqis and Syrians, he said,
adding that more were on the way.
“The Russians helped us when needed it, and now it’s time to give back part of what
they offered us,” the commander said.
A Syrian man who returned recently from fighting in Libya said he had gone solely
for the money, but would never do it again.
Once he was in Libya, where he guarded oil and other facilities, his three-month
contract was extended to six, and his salary was cut from $1,000 to $800 a month, he
said. His food, water and lodging were supposed to be covered, but he said he slept in
a tent with other men, ate mostly rice and bread and had to buy drinking water.
He was happy to make it home and used his earnings to clear his debts and open a
cigarette shop, he said. But his activities had left a social stain that could hurt his
marriage prospects, he said.
He tells anyone who will listen not to go to Ukraine.
“People who go there will die,” he said.
Putin's war in Ukraine is devastating Russia's economy, wiping out 15 years of
growth and sending inflation skyrocketing
Harry Robertson - Business Insider

President Vladimir Putin was once seen as the savior of Russia's economy. Now his
war in Ukraine is tearing it apart. MIKHAIL KLIMENTYEV/Getty
Russia's economy is on track to shrink 15% in 2022 by some estimates, as the war in
Ukraine and Western sanctions put huge pressure on the country.
The country is all but excluded from global finance and imports and exports are
expected to plunge, while inflation is set to skyrocket.
Putin's war is likely to wipe out 15 years of growth, and plunge Russians into
economic chaos not seen since the 1990s.
Russia's economy all but imploded in the 1990s. It shrank 7% a year on average for
seven straight years.
The experience lingers in the minds of Russians who lived through it. Indeed,
President Vladimir Putin has historically framed himself as Russia's savior,
delivering a stable economy and restoring national pride.
Now, however, Putin's brutal war in Ukraine is set to wipe out 15 years of growth and
send the Russian economy back to the dark days following the fall of the Soviet Union.
Sanctions by the US and its allies have slashed Russia's access to the global financial
system, with the central bank cut off from just under half of its $640 billion stockpile
of global currency reserves.
Western companies, from McDonald's to Coca-Cola to Shell, are "self-sanctioning"
and abruptly pulling out of the country. The ruble, Russia's currency, has been on a
wild ride. Inflation is skyrocketing.
Russia's economy will shrink dramatically
The Institute for International Finance think tank reckons Russian gross domestic
product — the most common measure of an economy's size — will plunge by a
disastrous 15% in 2022. Together with a decline of 3% in 2023, it will wipe out 15
years of growth, the IIF believes.

Goldman Sachs thinks the economy will shrink 10% this year, having previously
expected it to grow 2%. Capital Economics is forecasting a 12% contraction.
"The impact on Russia is going to come from pretty much every sector,” Liam Peach,
emerging markets economist at Capital Economics, told Insider. The consultancy
expects unemployment to surge from 4.1% to 8% by the end of 2022.
Peach said the move by Western governments to cut certain Russian banks out of
Swift, a crucial global payments messaging system, will hit non-energy exports hard.
Meanwhile, the US has banned the import of Russian oil and the UK is following suit.
Goldman Sachs thinks sanctions and self-sanctioning by western companies will
cause imports to tumble 20% this year and exports to drop 10%.
Inflation is set to soar to 20%
Western governments are panicking in the face of high inflation rates of between 5%
and 8%. But Russians are likely to have to cope with inflation of 20% or more by the
end of the year, according to economists.
A weaker ruble will push up the price of imports, while sanctions and the withdrawal
of Western companies are likely to slash the supply of goods and services.
"The supply-side shock is going to be absolutely horrible,” Madina Khrustaleva,
Russia analyst at the consultancy TS Lombard, told Insider.
The central bank has hiked interest rates to 20% to try to stem withdrawals from
Russian banks. But punitive interest rates are set to cause a sharp drop in borrowing
and investment.
Khrustaleva said the rapid withdrawal of foreign investment and companies will
likely cause major changes in the economy. The government will play a much larger
role and commodities production will become even more important. She said it would
be like the 1990s in reverse.
"Back in the 1990s, we understood that this structural shift will lead to this increase
in productivity," Khrustaleva said. "Now, you have the '90s but going in a vice-versa
way. It's a tremendous loss of productivity.”
Commodities and a rising ruble may ease the pain
The only ray of hope for Russia is that its brutal war in Ukraine has sharply
increased global commodities prices. Russia is the world's third-largest oil producer
and supplies Europe with a third of its natural gas.
Goldman economists think Russia should still run a large trade surplus in 2022,
bringing foreign currency into the country and somewhat lessening the pain for the
financial system.
Meanwhile, the ruble has risen sharply in recent days as peace talks have intensified.
Investors hope an end to war could see Russia at least partially reintegrated into the
world economy.

But things could also get worse. Peach, from Capital Economics, said a move by the
EU to restrict energy imports would have a huge impact and could trigger "a wave of
corporate defaults.”
The outlook is grim, but highly uncertain. The Russian economy is, more than ever, in
Putin's hands.
Zelenskyy launches massive effort to make Ukrainians whole after Russian
destruction. Will the US foot the bill? Will Russia? The sources for this
compensation remain unclear
Tyler O'Neil - Fox News
Ukraine President Volodymyr Zelenskyy has launched a government project to
compensate citizens whose real estate has been destroyed in the Russian invasion, the
president announced in a speech Friday.
Ukraine's government has already "started accepting applications for compensation
for the destroyed real estate of our citizens,” he said, according to an English
translation from the presidential office. "The state will return to our people
everything that the occupiers destroyed - houses, apartments, etc.”
"In a few days, 25,491 applications have already been submitted,” the president
added. He estimated that the number of residents in these houses and apartments is
63,471 people. "But we know that more needs to be restored. Much more.”

Ukraine's National Police said seven people are dead and five wounded in a mortar
strike east of Kyiv, in Makariv. (National Police of Ukraine) (National Police of
Ukraine)
Zelenskyy urged citizens to spread the news about the program.
"So tell everyone who needs it about such a government program, an important
program,” he said.
"The opportunity to submit applications will soon be available offline, in the
administrative service centers, in the mode usual for many Ukrainians.”

The Russian invasion has displaced almost a quarter of Ukraine's population in the
past 37 days.
The UN Refugee Agency estimated that the war has directly impacted over 10 million
people, with more than 6.5 million of them displaced within Ukraine and another 3.7
million Ukrainian refugees forced to evacuate the country.

Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelenskyy speaks via video call to the Doha Forum in
Doha, Qatar, Saturday, March 26, 2022. Ukraine's president made a surprise video
appearance Saturday at Qatar's Doha Forum, calling on the energy-rich nation and
others to boost their production to counteract the loss of Russian energy supplies.
(AP Photo/Lujain Jo)
More than 13 million Ukrainians are also unable to leave their communities and have
been left stranded amid the ongoing war, the agency added.
Ukraine's top government economic adviser Greg Ustenko estimated earlier this
month that Russian forces had destroyed at least $100 billion worth of infrastructure,
buildings, and other physical assets.
He also estimated that the war has caused 50% of Ukrainian businesses to shut down
completely, while the other half operate below capacity.

Damaged cars and a destroyed accommodation building are seen near a checkpoint
in Brovary, outside Kyiv, Ukraine, Tuesday, March 1, 2022. (AP Photo/Efrem
Lukatsky)
As of March 24, KSE Institute – an analytical unit of the Kyiv School of Economics in
Ukraine's capital – estimated that the destruction from the war has caused $62.9
billion in damage.
KSE Institute, which compiled data as part of its "Russia Will Pay" project, reported
that at least 4,431 residential buildings, 92 factories and warehouses, 378 institutions
of secondary and higher education, 138 health care institutions, 12 airports, seven
thermal power plants and hydroelectric power plants have been damaged, destroyed,
or seized.
Global economic losses amount to $543-600 billion, KSE added.
It remains unclear how Ukraine would raise the sums to compensate citizens who lost
their homes and other real estate in the war, although Western aid will likely play a
large role in the effort.
Ukraine seeks deal guaranteeing armies with 'nuclear component' will intervene if
it is attacked again
Ukraine proposed that it would remain militarily neutral but was seeking mandatory
entry into the EU
Michael Lee - Fox News
Ukraine is seeking concrete security guarantees during peace negations in Turkey,
including promises of military assistance during a future conflict from the world's
"leading armies," including those with nuclear weapons, in exchange for adopting
neutral status.
"The Treaty on Security Guarantees essentially assumes, not in theory, but in practice,
to obtain an effective instrument for protecting our territory and sovereignty,"
Mihailo Podolyuak, top adviser to Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelenskyy, said of
the talks. "The guarantor countries become, so to speak, the leading armies of the
world, including those with a nuclear component, which take on specific legal
obligations — to intervene in any conflict on the territory of Ukraine, to immediately
supply weapons."

Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelenskyy (House Television via AP)
Ukraine proposed that it would remain militarily neutral but was also seeking
"mandatory entry into the single market of the European Union as a full-fledged
member.”
Podolyuak stressed the importance of NATO countries such as the U.S., U.K., Turkey
and Germany being signatories of any potential treaty, arguing that their support
would help "avoid the traditional Russian non-binding nature of legal treaties.”

Russian President Vladimir Putin (Mikhail Klimentyev, Sputnik, Kremlin Pool Photo
via AP)
The comments come as the latest round of peace negotiations, which were facilitated
by Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan, has made progress towards a resolution
to the conflict.
According to reporting from the Wall Street Journal, Russian President Vladimir
Putin has agreed to meet with Zelenskyy to initial any treaty once negotiations have
concluded, a sign that both sides are warming to potential progress.

Destroyed shopping center after it was hit in a military strike in the Podilskyi
residential district of Kyiv, as Russia's invasion of Ukraine continues, in Kyiv,
Ukraine March 21, 2022. (Maxym Marusenko/NurPhoto via Getty Images)
But Ukraine's demands could still be a roadblock for Russia, author and former DIA
agent Rebekah Koffler told Fox News Digital Tuesday.
"There's a huge gap between the positions of the two countries,” Koffler said. "What
Ukraine is looking for is not acceptable to Russia.”
Koffler said that the security guarantees Ukraine is seeking "basically amount to
NATO membership,” making the prospects of an actual agreement "unachievable.”
"The Russians are not going to go for that, because the whole point of this conflict is
to prevent Ukraine from becoming a NATO member,” Koffler said, noting that Russia
views Ukrainian NATO membership as an "existential threat” to its security.
Russia promised to limit operations near the Ukrainian capital of Kyiv in what
Russian chief negotiator Vladimir Medinsky classified as a show of good will, though
Russian forces have continued the shelling of targets in northern Ukraine as
negotiations have been ongoing.
But Koffler said that its more likely Russia is using the negotiations as a "tactic” to
allow it to regroup.
"Regretfully, this negotiation is another tactic by Putin to buy time to regroup and
cause confusion among European and U.S. leaders and, most importantly, our
intelligence services,” Koffler said, adding that she doubts Russia is actually
negotiating "in good faith.”

Putin Is Losing in Ukraine. But He’s Winning in Russia.
Ross Douthat (Opinion Columnist) - New York Times
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Right now Vladimir Putin is losing the battle for Ukraine. His maximal goals have
been abandoned (for now), his troops around Kyiv are in retreat, his imperial dreams
are being disavowed.
He has more modest goals to fall back on, resources and territories that he may be
able to hold — but a month of Ukrainian valor and Western support have dealt his
ambitions a devastating blow.
Putin is not losing, however, in the battle for Russia. From the start of hostilities, the
Western answer to his maximalist ambitions — not an official goal, but a hope that
informs policy and punditry and slips out of Joe Biden’s lips in excited moments —
has been regime change in the Kremlin, a failed war toppling Putin and bringing a
more reasonable government to power.
This was always a thin hope, but despite military quagmire and unprecedented
economic sanctions, it appears even thinner now. In polling and anecdote alike, Putin
appears to be consolidating support from the Russian public, rallying a nation that
feels itself to be as he portrays it — unjustly surrounded and besieged.
His approval ratings, according to Russia’s main independent pollster, look like
George W. Bush’s after 9/11. His inner circle has always been unlikely to break with
him, for reasons sketched by Anatol Lieven in The Financial Times a few weeks ago:
Its members mostly come from the same background, share the same geopolitical
assumptions, and are far more likely “to fight on ruthlessly for a long time” than to
suddenly turn against their leader. But even in the wider circle of Russian elites, the
war so far has reportedly generated more anti-Western solidarity than division.
“Putin’s dream of a consolidation among the Russian elite has come true,” the
journalist Farida Rustamova reported from her recent conversations. “These people
understand that their lives are now tied only to Russia, and that that’s where they’ll
need to build them.”
It is, of course, reasonable to question both anecdote and data from a system that
punishes dissent. But these kind of patterns should not be surprising. Yes, failed wars
sometimes bring down authoritarian regimes — like the Argentine junta after its
misadventure in the Falkland Islands.
But externally imposed sanctions, economic warfare, often end up strengthening the
internal power of the targeted regime. In the short run, they supply an external
scapegoat, an obvious enemy to blame for hardship instead of your own leaders. In
the long run, the academic literature suggests, they may make states more repressive,
less likely to democratize.
Dig deeper into the moment.
Just consider the list of bad-actor countries that the United States has used sanctions
against for long periods of time. From Cuba to North Korea, Iran to Venezuela — not
to mention Iraq before our 2003 invasion — the pattern is predictable: The people
suffer, the regime endures.

It should be our assumption — not a certainty, but a guiding premise — that the same
will be true of a sanctioned and isolated Russia. Even if the rally to Putin fades as the
economic pain increases, the forces empowered by Russian suffering will not be
liberal ones. And any leadership change is more likely to resemble Nicolás Maduro
succeeding Hugo Chávez than it is the revolutions of 1989.
This assumption has two implications. The first is for the war itself: In the near term,
whatever Ukraine regains, it will regain on the battlefield, not through some deus ex
Moscow delivering a friendlier Russian government to the negotiating table. This
does not imply the United States should suddenly escalate militarily, dancing closer to
a nuclear conflict. But it does imply that sustaining support for the Ukrainian military
is our most important policy, with sanctions playing only a supporting role.
The second implication is for the long term, once peace in some form is established.
Especially if that peace is a frozen conflict, in which Putin claims victory by holding
onto some Ukrainian territory, there will be pressure to leave the sanctions in place,
to continue the war indefinitely by other means.
There will be an argument for doing exactly that, but we should be clear on the nature
of the case: Namely, that even absent open war, Russia will remain a generational
enemy to peace in Europe and a generational threat to American interests — making
policies that diminish Russian wealth and power a justified form of self-defense, both
for Europe’s eastern borders and for the wider Pax Americana.
The argument will not be that sanctions are likely to deliver the Russian people from
Putin’s rule, or that collective economic punishment is likely to be somehow worth it
for the Russians themselves, come some hypothetical future revolution.
No, if we intend to make economic war on Russia for a generation, we should be
cleareyed about the calculus. In the hopes of making a dangerous great power as
weak as possible, we will make it more likely that Putinism rules for decades, and that
Russia remains our deadly enemy for as long as anyone can reasonably foresee.

Bristling Against the West, China Rallies Domestic Sympathy for Russia
Chris Buckley -New York Times
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While Russian troops have battered Ukraine, officials in China have been meeting
behind closed doors to study a Communist Party-produced documentary that extols
President Vladimir V. Putin of Russia as a hero.
The humiliating collapse of the Soviet Union, the video says, was the result of efforts
by the United States to destroy its legitimacy. With swelling music and sunny scenes
of present-day Moscow, the documentary praises Mr. Putin for restoring Stalin’s
standing as a great wartime leader and for renewing patriotic pride in Russia’s past.

Georges DeKeerle/Sygma via Getty Images
A new documentary being shown to officials in China says that the country must never
follow the course taken by the Soviet leader Mikhail S. Gorbachev, above, who had
started glasnost.
To the world, China casts itself as a principled onlooker of the war in Ukraine, not
picking sides, simply seeking peace. At home, though, the Chinese Communist Party is
pushing a campaign that paints Russia as a long-suffering victim rather than an
aggressor and defends China’s strong ties with Moscow as vital.

Chinese universities have organized classes to give students a “correct
understanding” of the war, often highlighting Russia’s grievances with the West.
Party newspapers have run series of commentaries blaming the United States for the
conflict.

Serge Plantureux/Corbis, via Getty Images Stalin lying in state in 1953.
Stalin, the new Chinese documentary argues, was a modernizing leader whose purges
went too far but initially “were something of a necessity” given the threats to Soviet
rule.
Around the country, the Communist Party has organized sessions for officials to
watch and discuss the history documentary. The 101 minute-long video, which was
completed last year, does not mention the war in Ukraine but argues that Russia is
right to worry about neighbors that broke away from the Soviet Union. It describes
Mr. Putin as cleansing Russia of the political toxins that killed the Soviet Union.

Sasha Mordovets/Getty Images Communist Party supporters carrying posters of
Stalin and Lenin during a ceremony last year in Moscow’s Red Square.

“The most powerful weapon possessed by the West is, aside from nuclear weapons,
the methods they use in ideological struggle,” says the documentary’s stern-voiced
narrator, citing a Russian scholar.
The documentary was marked for internal viewing — that is, for audiences chosen by
party officials and not for general public release — but the video and script have
recently surfaced online in China.
Since the demise of the Soviet Union, it says, “some countries in Eastern Europe,
Central Asia and Transcaucasia have become forward positions for the West to
contain and meddle in Russia.”
China’s leaders have long used the Soviet collapse as a cautionary tale, but Mr. Xi
has given that tale a more urgent, ominous spin. In doing so, he has embraced Mr.
Putin as a fellow authoritarian lined up against Western dominance, demonstrating to
the Chinese people that Mr. Xi has a partner in his cause.
It’s unclear whether allegations of atrocities by Russia soldiers, with civilians found
shot in the head or with their hands tied behind their back before being killed, will
effect China’s support of the Russian invasion.
But China has so far refused to condemn Mr. Putin for the war, which has killed
thousands of civilians. Despite pressure from other world leaders to use its influence
over Moscow to help end the crisis, Beijing has done little besides call for peace.
And on Thursday Wang Yi, the Chinese foreign minister, expressed his country’s
commitment to strong ties with Moscow during talks with his Russian counterpart,
Sergey Lavrov, in China.
The Biden administration has cast the war as a contest between democracy and
authoritarianism. Chinese officials are mounting a counter-narrative that
American-led domineering is the source of conflict in Ukraine and elsewhere.
They regard China and Russia as both menaced by “color revolution,” the party’s
phrase for insurrections backed by Western governments. President Biden’s recent
comments calling for Mr. Putin’s ousting are likely to reinforce Beijing’s view.

Yuri Kochetkov/EPA, via Shutterstock A statue of Lenin in Moscow. Mr. Xi has
blamed the Soviet Union’s breakup on lack of ideological spine and Western political
subversion.
“They actually believe their own narrative about color revolutions and tend to see
this whole situation as a U.S.-led color revolution to overthrow Putin,”
said Christopher K. Johnson, the president of the China Strategies Group and a
former Central Intelligence Agency analyst of Chinese politics.
“Both domestically and internationally, Xi has been peddling this dark narrative
since he took power,” Mr. Johnson said in an interview.
“It allows him to justify his accumulation of power and the changes he’s made by
creating this sense of struggle and danger.”
The documentary depicts the collapse of the Soviet Union as a lesson to Chinese
officials not to be seduced by Western liberalism. China, the documentary says, must
never follow the course taken by Mikhail S. Gorbachev, the Soviet Union’s last leader
who had started glasnost, or openness, and engagement with the West.
In 2013, propaganda officials under Mr. Xi put out a documentary on the lessons of
the collapse of the Soviet Union. This latest take offers an even more conspiratorial
interpretation.
The documentary attributes the decline of the Soviet Union to political liberalization,
especially what Beijing calls “historical nihilism,” or emphasizing the Communist
Party’s mistakes and misdeeds. It accuses historians critical of the Soviet revolution
of fabricating estimated death tolls by many millions for Stalin’s purges.
Stalin, it argues, was a modernizing leader whose purges went too far but initially
“were something of a necessity” given the threats to Soviet rule. It suggests that rock
music and modern fashion were symptoms of the moral rot that later set in.
“They’ve taken only one lesson from all of this, and that is you do not allow any
freedom of expression,” said Sergey Radchenko, a professor at the Johns Hopkins

School of Advanced International Studies who studies Chinese and Soviet history,
“because this kind of freedom inevitably leads to loss of political control and that
creates chaos.” The documentary credits Mr. Putin with restoring Russia’s spirit.
It shows Mr. Putin marching in a parade marking Russia’s victory over Nazi
Germany, and young Russians kissing a banner featuring his portrait. Previous
leaders in Moscow — above all Mr. Gorbachev and Nikita S. Khrushchev — are
portrayed as dupes, bewitched by the siren song of liberal reform and Western
superiority.
The documentary, “Historical Nihilism and the Soviet Collapse,” has been the
centerpiece of a months long campaign aimed at party officials that has continued
since Russia began its full assault on Ukraine on Feb. 24, according to reports on
local government websites. Officials overseeing the screenings are often described in
official notices as calling for cadres to maintain firm loyalty to Mr. Xi.
“Loving a party and its leader is not a cult of personality,” Zheng Keyang, a former
deputy director of the party’s Central Policy Research Office and a consultant on the
documentary, said in a discussion about the documentary published by a pro-party
website this month.
Chinese leaders have been debating why the Soviet Union fell apart ever since it
dissolved in 1991. More than his predecessors, Mr. Xi has blamed the Soviet Union’s
breakup on lack of ideological spine and Western political subversion.
“If you have the worldview that you see in this documentary, you could tell yourself
the story that the Russians are facing a real threat from the West,” Joseph Torigian,
an assistant professor at American University in Washington who studies elite politics
in China and Russia, said in an interview.
The study drive is aimed at instilling loyalty among cadres before a Chinese
Communist Party congress late this year where Mr. Xi appears set to claim a third
term.
Political loyalty has become more crucial to Mr. Xi as Beijing tries to contain Covid
outbreaks with stringent lock-downs, and manage a slowing economy. China’s
foreign policy is under scrutiny, after some Chinese scholars posted essays criticizing
Beijing’s refusal to condemn Mr. Putin.
Many of the critical essays have been deleted and the party has pushed harder to
defend its stance in recent weeks. Editorials in Communist Party newspapers have
amplified the Chinese leadership’s argument that the real culprit in Ukraine is the
United States and NATO, for undermining Russian security.
“It was the United States that personally lit the fuse of the present conflagration
between Russia and Ukraine,” stated one of a series of editorials in the Liberation
Army Daily, the military’s main newspaper.

Universities and colleges have organized indoctrination lectures for students,
suggesting that officials are worried that young, educated Chinese may be receptive
to the criticisms that Beijing has been too indulgent of Mr. Putin.
Liu Zuokui, a researcher from the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences, told an
audience of college students in eastern China that the war arose from “NATO’s
eastward expansion that squeezed Russia’s space for survival,” an online summary of
the lecture said.
China, another speaker told physicists in Beijing, had to protect its strategic
partnership with Russia from “intense shocks and impacts.” The party’s demands for
conformity over the crisis will make it harder for any dissent to coalesce into a
push-back against Mr. Xi.
“There’s an ‘either we hang together or we hang separately’ attitude that comes into
play,” Mr. Johnson, the former C.I.A. analyst, said of Chinese leaders.
“If it’s a strong nationalist approach, then who in the party doesn’t want to be a good
nationalist?”
A Ukrainian refugee mourns the dead in Bucha, while sending aid to the living
Stephen Farrell & Vira Labych - Reuters

Reuters/STAFF Ukrainian refugee Luidmyla Nazarova waits for humanitarian aid to
depart St. George's Cathedral, in Lviv.
LVIV, Ukraine (Reuters) - Bucha lies heavy on Luidmyla Nazarova's mind these last
few days, as she stacks humanitarian aid bound for the devastated Ukrainian city
where, she just learned, her uncle was killed by Russian troops.

A refugee herself, the 45-year-old political consultant said she fled Kyiv when the war
started and on Monday was volunteering in St. George's Cathedral in the western
Ukrainian city of Lviv, unpacking truckloads of aid sent from churches around
Europe and sending it on to war-torn cities in Ukraine.
For a month she has worked in gloomy subterranean basements of the baroque
Ukrainian Greek Catholic cathedral - boxes of food, medicine and clothing piled
above her head - worrying about family in areas still under threat after the Feb. 24
Russian invasion.
A few days ago her fears were realized - relatives told her that her 62-year-old uncle
Oleksandr, a father of three, was killed in Bucha, a town outside Kyiv where the
discovery of a mass grave and bodies shot at close range has caused international
outrage.

Reuters/STAFF Ukrainian refugee Luidmyla Nazarova helps deliver humanitarian aid
to St. George's Cathedral, in Lviv.
Nazarova said the relatives told her that Russian troops shot her uncle at his house on
March 27. Reuters was unable to independently verify Nazarova's account. The
Kremlin categorically denies any accusations related to the murder of civilians,
including in Bucha.
"What we saw in Bucha causes constant tears. I thought tears might run out, but they
continued to flow,” Nazarova told Reuters at the cathedral on Monday, as she
directed volunteers unloading boxes of aid from Slovakia.
Close to tears as she stood before an icon of the Virgin Mary on a hilltop overlooking
Lviv, Nazarova said:
"The world should know that it is deliberate cruelty against Ukrainians. This is the
genocide of Ukrainians. This is the destruction of my people. They say it is 'to destroy

the Nazis' but there are no Nazis in diapers. The world needs to know that Putin and
Russia are murderers.”

Reuters/STAFF Ukrainian refugee Luidmyla Nazarova directs volunteers delivering
humanitarian aid to St. George's Cathedral, in Lviv.
Russia's defence ministry said on Sunday that all photographs and videos published
by the Ukrainian authorities alleging 'crimes' by Russian troops in Bucha were a
"provocation,” and no resident of Bucha suffered violence at the hands of Russian
troops.
Churches were uniquely able to provide aid quickly, said Lviv organiser Olena
Karnaukh, because of their network of religious contacts across Europe and the
world.
Karnaukh, of the charity organisation 'Foundation of Spiritual Renaissance', said that
clothes, blankets, diapers, medical supplies and food flooded in from churches,
humanitarian groups and individuals across Europe when the war began, then tailed
off.
But as she directed the unloading of supplies destined for Bucha, Irpin, Kharkiv and
other cities, she said she expected the global coverage of the destruction being
uncovered in Russian-occupied areas to result in another surge in offerings - indeed
she had already received messages of support from France and Portugal.

Reuters/STAFF Ukrainian refugee Luidmyla Nazarova and other volunteers deliver
humanitarian aid to St. George's Cathedral, in Lviv.
"This weekend has triggered emotions again," she told Reuters on Monday. "We saw
the liberated Bucha, but unfortunately it was the postwar Bucha. A lot of casualties, a
lot of pain, a lot of suffering.
"We see a new flow of refugees from these areas (and) from near Mariupol, so that's
why we will need this aid.”
Finland Races Toward Likely NATO Membership as Putin's Warnings Backfire
Isabel van Brugen - Newsweek
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Finland Prime Minister Sanna Marin said Saturday that the country will make a
decision on applying for NATO membership by the end of spring, because "Russia is
not the neighbor we thought it was.”
Finland's relations with Russia have changed in an "irreversible” way, said Marin,
reversing course on earlier remarks that it would be "very unlikely” that Finland
would apply for membership with the military alliance during her current term of
office.
Russian officials have warned of potential retaliation, in the form of military and
political consequences, should Finland and Sweden join the North Atlantic Treaty
Organization.
Sergei Belyaev, director of the Second European Department of Russia's Foreign
Ministry, told Russia's state-run news agency Interfax that Finland and Sweden not
joining NATO is "an important factor in ensuring security and stability in northern
Europe.”
Who Is A Part Of NATO And The EU? Members On A Map By Year They Joined
Russian Foreign Ministry spokeswoman Maria Zakharova on February 25—a day
after the start of the invasion of Ukraine—said that Moscow would have to respond if
Sweden and Finland intended to join NATO.
"Clearly [the] accession of Finland and Sweden into NATO, which is first and
foremost a military alliance, would have serious military-political repercussions that
would demand a response from our country,” she said.
Russian President Vladimir Putin has said NATO's expansion east poses a security
threat to Russia. He cited the alliance's expansion as part of his justification for
launching his "special military operation” in Ukraine on February 24.
Moscow's attack in neighboring Ukraine has left Finland with no choice but to
reexamine its security policy, Marin said. The Finnish prime minister said a decision
to seek NATO membership would be made "thoroughly but quickly,” by this spring,
according to Finnish broadcasting company Yleisradio Oy.
Finland is likely to face consequences either way, she said.
"If the president or I voiced strong opinions on the issue, it would be the end of the
debate [...] I believe it's very important that all of Finland's most central institutions
are involved in the ongoing debate,” she said.
Marin previously said that she believed Finland had the right to join NATO if it
decided to do so in the future.
"Nobody can influence us, not the United States, not Russia, not anyone else,” she
told Reuters on January 19, weeks before Russia invaded Ukraine.
She said at the time that joining the alliance "would have a very substantial impact
and the sanctions [from Russia] would be extremely tough.”

NATO Secretary General Jens Stoltenberg told CNN's Dana Bash on Sunday that the
alliance has a "good dialogue" with Finland and Sweden about potentially becoming
members in response to Putin's aggression in Ukraine.
The decision is ultimately for Finland to decide, said Stoltenberg.
"We respect the sovereignty and the territorial integrity of Finland to decide their
own future.
That's exactly what Russia does not respect, they're actually trying to intimidate and
are saying that if Finland decides to join NATO, there will be consequences,” he said.
Stoltenberg added that if Finland or Sweden were to apply for NATO membership, he
expects that they will be "very much welcomed by all allies" and that "we will find a
way to do that in a relatively quick way, to take them into the alliance.”
A survey conducted by think tank Finnish Business and Policy Forum Eva in March
found that 60 percent of participants backed Finland joining NATO—an increase of
34 percentage points from last autumn—and 19 percent were opposed.
Newsweek has contacted Russia's Ministry of Foreign Affairs, the Finnish Foreign
Ministry and NATO for comment.

Manufacturer halts usual operations to make armored ambulances for Ukraine
Douglas Whitbread via SWNS - Talker News - Talker

Talker
An emergency vehicle manufacturer has put its usual operations on hold - to produce
new armored ambulances for Ukrainian medics.
Venari Group has now devoted its 120,000 sq ft of shop floor space, in West
Yorkshire, England, to make military-grade vehicles.

The ambulances are built from former British army vehicles, which are then stripped
and converted into emergency transport by the company's highly skilled team.
The workforce has been cranking out the emergency vehicles 24 hours a day, with the
first ambulances expected to be ready for delivery by the end of this week.
Venari’s chief executive, Oliver North, a former Royal Engineer, said he felt
compelled to take on the work after the Ukrainian Embassy asked for his help via the
UK politician Andrew Percy.
He said: “When the war started, I felt completely helpless and a level of guilt and was
actually speaking to ex-colleagues about whether we go out there.
“So jumping into this is an opportunity to really play a role in helping.
“As the UK’s oldest and largest ambulance builder, we truly feel that it is our duty to
deliver on this project, with as much passion, precision, and speed as we possibly
can.”
Once completed, it’s expected that the ambulances will be taken by truck to the
Ukrainian border, before being handed over to the country’s emergency services.
This is especially important now as Ukraine is losing ambulances at a rate of 10 per
day.
But the new vehicles will have an all-terrain capability, allowing medical teams to
treat people who they may not otherwise be able to reach.

Talker The ambulances are built from former army vehicles. (Venari Group via
SWNS)
Mr. North said: “Our team has been relentless and tireless in their efforts, knowing
that each vehicle completion will play a part in saving lives.
“And as many of us are former military personnel, we feel like we’re operating in a
very familiar arena.

“Although many of us are subsequently spending little or no time at home at the
moment, we’re well aware that our sacrifices don’t even come close to those made by
the Ukrainian people, so we’re genuinely humbled to be able to play our part.”

Talker Ukrainian medics are in desperate need of ambulances.(Venari Group via
SWNS)
Mr. Percy said that the team at Venari had done far more than he originally believed
was possible by manufacturing the vehicles in record time.
He said: “Oliver and the team at Venari have gone far and above what I thought was
possible.
“My role has been to connect all the parties and work to secure the funding for this
project and that work continues as we want to send as many ambulances
to Ukraine as possible.
“I am also so proud that Goole workers and our manufacturing base are once again
helping to protect freedom and democracy just as we did in World War 2 when we
helped construct the Mulberry Harbours for the liberation of Europe.
“I cannot praise Oliver and the workers at Venari enough for their incredible efforts,
working through the night to get this project up and running.
“Their efforts have been amazing and they should all be very proud of what they are
doing to keep medical professionals and patients in Ukraine safe.
“It is not even three weeks since I was asked to help put this project together and we
already have these ambulances in production. Once again, Goole has proven itself!
“We have also been working with the UK Government to support this project and we
all stand ready to do whatever else we can.”
Lithuanian Director Mantas Kvedaravicius Reportedly Killed in Mariupol While
Filming Ukrainian War Doc
Nick Vivarelli - Variety

Courtesy Venice Critics Week
Lithuanian film director and academic Mantas Kvedaravicius, who captured the
escalating conflict in Ukraine in several powerful works, has been reported dead in
Mariupol, the Ukrainian city that was the subject of his doc “Mariupolis” that
premiered in Berlin.
“While (he was) trying to leave Mariupol, Russian occupiers killed Lithuanian
director Mantas Kvedaravicius,” the Ukrainian Defence Ministry tweeted on
Saturday. Kvedaravicius was 45.
A Lithuanian news agency called 15min reported that Kvedaravicius was rushed to a
hospital but could not be saved.
News that Kvedaravicius has been killed by the Russian military — which could not
be verified with family members — has prompted an out pour of statements and social
media posts mourning the director’s death.
“We lost a creator well known in Lithuania and in the whole world, who, until the
very last moment, in spite of danger, worked in Russia-occupied
Ukraine.” Lithuanian President Gitanas Nauseda said in a statement.
Best known for “Mariupolis,” which portrays Ukrainian citizens going on with their
lives while besieged in the Southern port city by Russian-backed fighters in 2014,
Kvedaravicius was previously in Berlin with his 2011 doc “Barzakh,” shot in the
Russian region of Chechnya as it recovers from the war with Russia, laying bare the
reality of life there. The film was given a prize by Amnesty International at the
Berlinale that year.
In 2019 Kvedaravicius attended Venice where “Parthenon,” his third film — and first
incursion into fiction narrative, albeit mixed with documentary techniques —
premiered in the Venice Critics’ Week section. Kvedaravicius’ feature film debut was
based on three years of anthropological research among marginal communities in
Odessa, Istanbul, and Athens.

“Mantas Kvedaravicius was a unique human being. Maddeningly stubborn; a
one-of-a-kind artist,” said Locarno Film Festival director Giona A. Nazzaro, who at
that time headed the Venice Critics’ Week, in a Facebook post in which he also
praised the pic for its “hauntingly powerful images.”
“He conjured a painful beauty. Ferocious poetry. Mantas was like a seer. He knew
what was coming and decided he wanted to see it up close,” Nazzaro added.
“We will miss you, Mantas. You sure taught us a hard lesson.”
The Vilnius International Film Festival paid tribute to Kvedaravicius with a minute of
silence during its closing ceremony on Sunday.
“We lost a director who did a heroic job documenting the atrocities of the war,” said
the fest’s director Algirdas Ramaška, who noted that “Mantas himself did not like to
talk.”
“Mantas dedicated his work to the areas of conflict, the reality of war and the
humanity that shines in that darkness. His cinema was and will be very important not
only today.”
Information on Kvedaravicius’ survivors was not immediately available.

In Ramzan Kadyrov's criticism, a window into Putin's growing Ukraine crisis
Tom Rogan - Washington Examiner

Washington Examiner In Ramzan Kadyrov's criticism, a window into Putin's growing
Ukraine crisis.
One of President Vladimir Putin's most important allies is becoming increasingly
outspoken in his criticisms of the Kremlin over its execution of the war in Ukraine.
Ramzan Kadyrov's willingness to criticize top Kremlin officials directly, and thus
indirectly criticize Putin, is notable. It evinces rising tensions in Russia's elite over the
absolute failure to subjugate Ukraine.
The leader of the Russian republic of Chechnya, Kadyrov is a former rebel who
fought against Russia in the First Chechen War of the mid-1990s. Kadyrov and his
father then switched their allegiance to Putin during the Second Chechen War
between 1999-2000.

Rewarded with dictatorial political power and the Kremlin's patronage, Kadyrov has
ruled Chechnya with an iron fist. His forces are responsible for grievous human
rights abuses, including forced disappearances, torture, and murder.
A Chechen force likely numbering in the low thousands is now fighting in
southeastern Ukraine, including around the port city of Mariupol. These forces
appear to spend much of their time producing videos of staged urban combat that are
then released on pro-Kadyrov social media channels.
Kadyrov's personnel have also been caught pretending that looted Ukrainian goods
are actually humanitarian aid deliveries from Chechnya. But the Chechens have also
suffered significant losses. Temporarily visiting his forces in Ukraine, Kadyrov has
claimed personal credit for their sacrifices. Yet it's clear that Kadyrov is becoming
increasingly frustrated with Moscow.
Earlier last week, Kadyrov released an odd video in which, while swiveling in a chair
in one of his opulent offices, he complained that Russia's lead negotiator in talks with
Ukraine was making too many compromises. Then, on Sunday, Kadyrov escalated by
publicly lambasting Putin's chief press officer, Dmitry Peskov. Kadyrov appears to
dislike Peskov over the latter's occasional reminding of the Chechen leader as to who
ultimately rules Russia.
Posting to his very active Telegram feed, Kadyrov complained that Peskov had
defended Russian TV host Ivan Urgant even though Urgant had criticized the war in
Ukraine and left Russia. Kadyrov contrasted Peskov's treatment of Urgant with the
experience of Chechen forces in Ukraine who "sit in a cold trench for several days.”
The strongman complained that Peskov had not offered congratulations over Putin's
awarding of a lieutenant general rank to him (Putin awarded that rank last week in
recognition of the Chechen military service in Ukraine — although, perhaps
interestingly, Putin did not award Kadyrov the higher rank of colonel general).
Kadyrov asked why Peskov did not "comment more delicately" so as to boost Chechen
morale. He concluded that Peskov's "priority scale” is unacceptable and "we need to
do something about it," followed by a suggestive pause.
This is a striking message to send so publicly to one of Putin's very closest aides. It
leaves no doubt as to Kadyrov's frustration with the Kremlin. Kadyrov's pledge "to do
something about it” is a not-so-subtle reference to his penchant for violence and
intimidation.
Kadyrov is known as a loose cannon willing to assassinate critics for their perceived
slights. Putin tolerates this activity because he prizes Kadyrov's domination over
Chechnya and because Kadyrov offers the Kremlin a deniable proxy for the most
sensitive of assassinations. It is likely, for example, that the 2015 assassination of
Boris Nemtsov by Kadyrov allies was carried out with Putin's approval.
Where Kadyrov is seen to behave with erratic viciousness, such as when his allies
threatened to decapitate a retired federal judge and his family earlier this year, he is
quietly summoned to Moscow and told to calm down.

It's highly unlikely that Kadyrov would act against Peskov. Doing so would risk a
personal affront to Putin that the Russian leader simply could not tolerate. Still,
political tensions are clearly growing both inside the Kremlin and at the Russian
frontier.
Dozens of Russian intelligence and military officers have been restricted or
detained following the disastrous invasion. Pro-Putin oligarchs, central to the
Kremlin's patronage-loyalty networks in the security services, are also furious over
Western sanctions that have seized their yachts and foreign residences.
Calculated but public challenges to Putin's authority, Kadyrov's outbursts put the
Russian president in an even more challenging position. As a frontier republic,
Chechnya's even slight dislocation from the Kremlin is something that cuts against
Putin's almost theologically vested objective of a greater Russia.
Put another way, Kadyrov's frustration signifies the tip of an increasingly unstable
pressure cooker.
Russia faces deadline for more than $600 million in bond payments as default fears
still loom
Phil Rosen (prosen@insider.com) - Market Insider
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Russia faces a deadline for more than $600 million in bond payments that are due
Monday. That includes $552 million remaining on a 2022 bond repayment and a
coupon payment of $84 million for a 2042 bond.
Last week, Russia avoided a default with a $447 million dollar-denominated payment
that JPMorgan processed.

S&P slashed Russia’s debt to junk and says there are already 30 corporate ‘fallen
angels’ as a result of the war. Here are 5 charts that show the hit to ‘Russia Inc’s’
creditworthiness
Ratings agency S&P Global has downgraded a slew of companies since the start of
the war in Ukraine.
This week, the agency cut Russia's sovereign rating deep into junk as sanctions have
slammed its economy.
The agency said there are already 30 corporates that have tumbled into junk territory
as a direct result of the war.
Russia's invasion of Ukraine has come with a heavy price for the government.
Western sanctions have isolated it from the international financial system and choked
off demand for many of its key exports.
Sanctions have cut off Russia's access to much of its foreign reserves, threatening to
plunge the country into default as it could struggle to meet its foreign debt payments.
The ruble has plummeted to record lows and the country's stock market has been
paralyzed for weeks.
S&P Global this week cut Russia's credit rating to "CC”, which it defines as "default
imminent with little prospect for recovery.” Four years ago, almost to the day, the
agency awarded Russia an investment-grade "BBB-” rating.
It's not just the government that will struggle to raise capital on the global market.
Sanctions have thrown the future of many of its biggest companies into doubt. S&P
Global said this week it had made 121 changes to the ratings of companies that cited
the Russia-Ukraine war, rising energy prices, or both as reasons. Of that total, 77
were Russian.
"In terms of creditworthiness, the Russian-Ukraine conflict has had the largest impact
on banks, with 28% of total related rating actions,” the agency said.
And investors are taking no chances. S&P Global Ratings noted the risk premium on
European emerging-market corporate debt is now almost double its five-year average,
compared to a roughly in-line reading at the start of the year.
Formerly lucrative firms, such as banks, energy producers and mining companies,
have been reduced to junk status. Commodity traders are deliberately shunning
Russian shipments of key raw materials and countries are scrambling to wean
themselves off Russian energy supplies.
The agency said there are already 30 "fallen angels” as a direct result of the
Russia-Ukraine conflict. The term refers to an issuer whose credit rating has been cut
from investment grade to speculative grade, also known as junk.

Shares in some of the country's biggest corporations no longer trade in New York or
London, where stock in the likes of Sberbank, oil and gas producers Gazprom and
Rosneft, and metal producers Norilsk and Rusal, plunged to almost $0 a couple of
weeks ago.
And it won't end there. S&P Global said there was huge uncertainty around the extent,
the outcome and the consequences of Russia's war in Ukraine.
"Irrespective of the duration of military hostilities, sanctions and related political
risks are likely to remain in place for some time," S&P said.
"Potential effects could include dislocated commodities markets--notably for oil and
gas--supply chain disruptions, inflationary pressures, weaker growth, and capital
market volatility.”
S&P shared several charts that show the extent of the impact to the creditworthiness
of Russian companies:
The Russian government is staring down a Monday deadline for more than $600
million in outstanding bond payments as the Kremlin continues to stave off debt
default fears.
Last week, the Finance Ministry said it used rubles to repurchase 72% of $2 billion in
debt that matures Monday, or about $1.45 billion. That still leaves about $552 million
owed on the 2022 bond. Russia said it plans to buy back the maturing bond in full.
Bondholders who chose not to take the ruble-buyback offer will be paid in US dollars
on Monday, sources told Reuters.
Meanwhile, Russia is coming up against another April 4 deadline for a coupon
payment of $84 million on a separate 2042 bond.
Last week, Russia narrowly avoided a default after JPMorgan processed a $447
million dollar-denominated bond payment, despite Clearstream blocking Russia from
a key clearinghouse for foreign debt payments the week prior.
Western sanctions slapped on Russia following its invasion of Ukraine have meant
money is only slowly trickling through the system, as banks seek approval from the
US Treasury to process funds.
Russia has so far kept up payments on its foreign currency denominated bonds,
despite major ratings agencies saying in early March that a debt default was highly
likely.
Meanwhile, the ruble has regained much of its value over the last week, hovering
close to pre-invasion levels amid ongoing peace talks between Ukraine and Moscow.

Trail of destruction in southern Ukraine villages
AFP

BULENT KILIC
Devastated by intensive Russian bombardment, the village of Zeleny Gai near the
front-line in southern Ukraine looks empty -- except for a group of local men
gathering to await an aid delivery.

BULENT KILIC Russian strikes on the village have devastated homes and civilian
infrastructure, including a local school.
The expected delivery "is the only reason why there are so many people out. Normally,
this would be a ghost village," said Yury Seka, 33, a farmer like many in this fertile
agricultural region.

BULENT KILIC Russia has pulled troops from around the capital Kyiv and northern
city of Chernigiv to focus its military efforts on the eastern Donbas region.
Another villager, Alexander Zlydar, 38, said: "I can't remember the last time I slept in
my own bed”.
Previously caught up in the midst of the fighting, the village has had some respite
since the front line moved a little further to the southeast closer to the
Russian-occupied city of Kherson.
But Grad rockets continue to fall intermittently as Russia focuses its war effort on the
south and east of the country after retreating from the northern cities of Kyiv and
Chernigiv. During a particularly heavy bombardment on March 13, a 250-kilogram
bomb dropped by parachute landed on the roof of Andriy Koshmak's house.

BULENT KILIC

The nearest urban hub, Mykolaiv, has also been targeted but its mayor said recently
the situation in surrounding villages is worse. He pointed out the device, as well as
the black streaks left by recent rocket attacks.
The 29-year-old said the bomb had likely drifted from its intended target because of
strong winds.
Further along the road, the local school was turned into a pile of rubble by the
bombing that day. Lego pieces and textbooks could be seen in the ruins along with a
parachute -- likely one of the ones used to drop the bombs on Zeleny Gai.
Women and children had already been evacuated from the village, but the head of the
local council was killed at the school and the headmaster suffered serious injuries to
his legs.
"Many people had come to seek shelter inside the school,” Koshmak said.
"The Russians thought that some soldiers were hiding there, but it was only
civilians”.
- 'There was no pity' Further along the road, a mobile anti-aircraft battery lay destroyed.
"It's terrible. There was no pity for anyone,” Koshmak said as he looked at what
remained of the school which he attended for nine years.
The nearby city of Mykolaiv hosts around 1,000 inhabitants of surrounding villages,
the mayor, Oleksandr Senkevych said last week. While the situation in Mykolaiv
remains precarious, with several air raid alerts per day, the situation in the villages
around "is worse,” he said.
Further south, on the road to Kherson, the village of Shevchenkove lies almost
abandoned. The police said the mayor of Shevchenkove is officially missing after
being arrested by the Russian army during a humanitarian aid delivery.
Ivan Bolyakov, a 25-year-old with a ginger beard and a black hat, said he was the
only one of 25 residents on his street who stayed behind.
"We arrested two looters in recent days. I have to watch out for what is happening in
my village,” said Bolyakov, as the wind shook the ruins of a nearby home that had
recently been hit by a strike.

Ukrainian Mayor Killed 'Execution Style,' Thrown Into Pit by Troops: Report
Natalie Colarossi - Newsweek

Alexey Furman/Getty Images
A Ukrainian mayor and her family were reportedly killed in an "execution style”
slaying by Russian troops before being thrown into a pit in a forested area, a local
resident told the Associated Press on Sunday.
Olga Sukhenko, the mayor of the Ukrainian town of Motyzhyn, which is located near
Kyiv, was allegedly shot alongside her husband and son for refusing to comply with
Russian demands, the AP reported.
The resident who spoke to the news outlet was identified only as a man named Oleg
for security purposes.
Oleg told the AP that Russian troops targeted local officials across Motyzhyn and
murdered those who did not cooperate. After the mayor and her family were shot, the
man said they were thrown into a pit behind a plot of land that contained three houses
that Russian forces occupied.
Prior to Oleg's account, Sukhenko and her family had been reported as kidnapped by
Russian forces on March 23, the AP noted. Ukrainian Deputy Prime Minister Iryna
Vereshchuk confirmed the mayor's murder to the news outlet on Sunday, and said
there are currently 11 other mayors or community leaders being held in Russian
captivity across Ukraine.
Zelensky Addresses Alleged Russian Violence In Bucha: 'Concentrated Evil'
The reported killing comes as Russian forces have been accused of committing brutal
war crimes against Ukrainian civilians this weekend. Ukrainian officials said the
bodies of at least 410 civilians were found strewn across the Kyiv region after
Russian troops withdrew from the area, according to the AP.
Ukraine's defense ministry accused Russian troops of massacring civilians in Bucha,
a town located northwest of Kyiv. Graphic images have shown corpses with their
hands tied behind their backs, while dozens of bodies were found in yards, cars and
alongside streets.

A report from Human Rights Watch, a global advocacy organization, also accused
Russian troops of raping and torturing Ukrainian civilians as well as looting. Russia,
in turn, has denied it committed any war crimes, and has described the disturbing
footage of dead bodies as a "provocation” and a "staged performance" by Ukraine,
Reuters reported.
The United States and other Western officials have since condemned Russia's actions,
with several lawmakers calling the reports "barbarous" and "horrifying,” while
demanding further sanctions against Moscow. Ukrainian President Volodymyr
Zelensky said Sunday that Russia's actions are akin to "genocide," telling CBS News
that the country is attempting to destroy and exterminate his people.
Charles Michel, the president of the European Council, tweeted on Sunday that he
was "shocked by haunting images of atrocities" committed by Russian troops, and
announced that more European Union sanctions against Moscow "are on their way.”

The war in Ukraine is set to enter its sixth week of fighting. So far, Russian troops
have been met with fierce Ukrainian opposition and have failed to capture any major
city. However, the war has lead to widespread devastation across cities and villages,
and has forced millions of Ukrainians to flee their homes, according to the United
Nations.
Newsweek contacted Ukraine's foreign ministry for additional comment, but did not
hear back in time for publication.
Head of MI6 says mass executions in Bucha, Ukraine, were part of Putin's invasion
plan
Catherine Neilan (cneilan@insider.com) - Business Insider

Sergei Supinksy/AFP Communal workers carry a civilian in a body bag in the town of
Bucha, not far from the Ukrainian capital of Kyiv. Sergei Supinksy/AFP
The head of MI6 said the mass killings of civilians in Ukraine are part of "Putin's
invasion plans.”
Richard Moore said reports coming out of Bucha, a town near Kyiv, were "horrifying
and chilling.”
It appears part of a strategy of making intelligence about Russia public to counter any
denials. The head of UK secret intelligence said on Sunday that Vladimir Putin
planned the "summary executions” being uncovered in parts of Ukraine that were
occupied by Russian forces.
Richard Moore, the head of MI6, said in a tweet that "we knew” organized mass
killing formed part of "Putin's invasion plans.” The comments appear to tie Putin
directly to the atrocities that Ukraine has alleged in the cities of Bucha and
elsewhere.
Ukraine and international observers have accused Russia of genocide and war crimes
in Bucha, which is about 20 miles northwest of Kyiv.
Imagery showed several civilians lying dead on the streets as well as mass
graves. Local residents said the victims were killed by Russian soldiers without
provocation.
Oleksiy Arestovych, an advisor to Ukraine's President Volodymyr Zelenskyy, said
that some victims were shot in the head with their hands tied behind their back and
that women were raped before they were killed. Children are among those killed, he
said.

After the attack, Zelenskyy in a speech said: "Concentrated evil has come to our land.
Murderers, torturers, rapists, looters, who call themselves the army and who deserve
only death after what they did.”
As the allegations emerged, Moore wrote on Twitter: "We knew Putin's invasion plans
included summary executions by his military and intelligence services.
"The reports of execution-style killings of civilians emerging from liberated areas are
horrifying and chilling.”
High-ranking intelligence officials from the UK, US, and other Western countries
have been unusually public in their commentary on what they say are Russia's
invasion plans.
The strategy, which began with predicting Russia's invasion of Ukraine as it built up
more than 100,000 troops near the country's borders, is said to be designed to
preempt attempts by Russia to disguise its intentions or shift blame.
On Thursday, Sir Jeremy Fleming, head of the intelligence at the cyber agency
GCHQ, made an extraordinary intervention about what he called Putin's "personal
war" in Ukraine.
Speaking from Australia, he branded the invasion a "strategic miscalculation” and
said: "Even though we believe Putin's advisors are afraid to tell him the truth, what's
going on and the extent of these misjudgments must be crystal clear to the regime.”
Events in Bucha prompted condemnation from British politicians, with Foreign
Secretary Liz Truss reiterating the UK's support for the International Criminal Court
as it investigates and prosecutes war crimes.
She said: "We will not rest until those responsible for atrocities, including military
commanders and individuals in the Putin regime, have faced justice.”
Prime Minister Boris Johnson said: "Russia's despicable attacks against innocent
civilians in Irpin and Bucha are yet more evidence that Putin and his army are
committing war crimes in Ukraine.”
He vowed to "do everything in my power to starve Putin's war machine,” with the
promise of further sanctions and military support as well as humanitarian aid.
Truss was due to meet her Ukrainian counterpart, Dmytro Kuleba, the minister of
foreign affairs, in Warsaw, Poland, on Monday evening, and her Polish counterpart
Zbigniew Rau in the Polish capital on Tuesday.
"Putin is yet to show he is serious about diplomacy,” she said ahead of her trip.
"A tough approach from the UK and our allies is vital to strengthen Ukraine's hand in
negotiations.
"We will continue to support those who are suffering as a result of Putin's illegal
invasion of Ukraine, including the victims of sexual violence and those in need of
humanitarian support.”

Putin 'Went Crazy' When Not 'Met With Flowers' in Ukraine: Exiled Oligarch
Xander Landen - Newsweek

Mikhail Klimentyev
Exiled Russian billionaire Mikhail Khodorkovsky said in an interview with CNN on
Sunday that Russian President Vladimir Putin became "literally insane” when his
invasion of Ukraine wasn't met with a friendly reception from its citizens.
Khodorkovsky's comments come as experts have said Putin is changing his military
strategy to avoid losing the war in Ukraine.
"So Putin is now facing obstacles in Ukraine,” CNN host Fareed Zakaria noted.
"Given what you know of his mentality, what is he going to do? Is he going to turn
Ukraine into Chechnya? Destroy it? Is he going to back away? What do you think his
options are?”
"For him, the situation today is very complicated. At first, what he wanted was to
change the power in Kyiv, put in his puppet, and was expecting that this would be met
with flowers thrown in the streets by Ukrainian people,” Khodorkovsky responded.
"When this did not happen, he went crazy. The fact that the people in Kharkiv did not
meet him with flowers, it not only just angered him, I really think it drove him literally
insane. That's when he started bombing Kharkiv and Kyiv.”
During his interview, which was translated from Russian, Khodorkovsky added that
he believes Putin has "three ways out” of the war.
The first way, he said, is "to continue pressuring Ukraine and probably losing troops
in this process.”

Khodorkovsky noted that Putin could also "use weapons of mass destruction in the
hope that this would force the Ukrainians to retreat,” with the third option being to
"start actual negotiations.”
"When Mr. Biden, when NATO officials say, in one voice, that...'if you use WMDs you
will get an appropriate response from NATO' that actually gives Putin only one
choice: to sit down for real at the negotiating table,” he concluded.
Newsweek attempted to reach Putin's office for comment, but did not receive a
response before publication on Sunday afternoon.
A former Russian energy official, Vladimir Milov, said in an interview with CNN on
Saturday that the Russian president has been "deliberately cutting himself off from
undesired information” amid the ongoing war.
"So Putin lives right now in sort of a self-inflicted bubble,” Milov said.
"It's sort of a two-way street: It's not that there are bad advisors who are not
informing him, he deliberately built a system where he punished people for bad news
and he really only heard what he wanted to here.”

Germany Expels 40 Russian Diplomats With Suspected Spy-Agency Links
Michael Nienaber & Samy Adghirni - Bloomberg
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(Bloomberg) -- Germany is expelling 40 staff members at the Russian embassy in
Berlin with suspected links to spy agencies as a first response to the killing of
Ukrainian civilians in the town of Bucha. France is kicking out 35 diplomats as well,
two foreign ministry officials said.

Germany Foreign Minister Annalena Baerbock said Monday in a statement that
images of the victims show “the unbelievable brutality of the Russian leadership” and
those who follow its propaganda.
She added that there’s a fear similar photos might emerge from other areas in
Ukraine occupied by Russian troops.
“The federal government has therefore decided today to declare as persona non grata
a significant number of members of the Russian Embassy who have worked every day
against our freedom and against the cohesion of our society here in Germany,”
Baerbock said.
“We will initiate further measures of response together with our partners; we will
further tighten the existing sanctions against Russia; we will resolutely increase our
support for the Ukrainian armed forces and we will also strengthen NATO’s eastern
flank,” she said.
The decision comes after Bloomberg News reported last week that Germany was
mulling the expulsion of a large number of suspected Russian spies.
France said that the Russians who hold diplomatic status are being expelled because
they were conducting activities “contrary to our security interests,” according to a
statement.
Deputy Foreign Minister Alexander Grushko said Russia will respond to the
expulsions, Interfax reported.
Gen. Kellogg: China's Xi probably regrets his handshake with Putin
Joshua Nelson - Fox News

FOX News
Kellogg: China may be regretting its alliance with Putin

Fox News contributor Gen. Keith Kellogg (Ret.) said Monday that China may be
regretting its alliance with Vladimir Putin as Russian forces fail in their military
campaign against Ukraine.
Kellogg said Russia just "failed at a lot of levels” and employed a "lousy strategy”
that was not meant for an offensive campaign.
"They don’t have the combined arms capability the United States military has and
we’re preeminent at it," Kellogg told "The Brian Kilmeade Show."
"They failed strategically, they failed operationally, and currently they failed
tactically. So I think this is one of those where I, think Russia is looking and the entire
world sees it as a really kind of a poor sister when it comes to the military.
One military expert believes Russian President Vladimir Putin is running out of steam
in his war against Ukraine and said Russian forces are quickly losing morale.
In a little over a month, Russia has lost an estimated 7,000 to 15,000 troops,
according to a senior NATO official. As of March 17, Russian forces have lost over
230 of their heavily armored tracked vehicles, according to the Wall Street Journal.
Ukraine's government believes the amount of equipment lost by Russian forces is
much higher and estimates that more than 400 Russian tanks have been destroyed,
according to the report.
Kellogg explained further that Russia’s "failure” is good news to the U.S. because
China is witnessing it.
"I think President Xi is probably kind of regretting that handshake with Putin because
they are part of this problem now and they need to own up to it,” said Kellogg, who
served as national security adviser to then-VP Mike Pence
"And we should press them as hard as we are going to be pressing Russia.”

